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REMARKS I

Amendment to the Claims

No amendments have been made to claims 16-30. Claim 31 is the same as claim 16 but the phrase

"consisting essentially oT has been entered instead of "comprising". It is believed that no new matter has

been added.

Double-Patenting Rejection

(1 ) Claims 1 6. 1 9 and 23 were provisionally rejected under the judicially created doctrine of

obviousness-type double patenting rejectiori over application SN: 09/641 ,01 3. As neither this

application nor the '013 application have been allowed. The examiner is reminded that MPEP
822.01 recites that "If the 'provisionar double patenting rejection in one application is the only

rejection remaining in that application, the examiner should then withdraw that rejection and

permit the application to issue as a patent, thereby converting the 'provisional' double patenting

rejection in the other applicat[on(s} into a double patenting rejection at the time the one application >

issues as a patent See also MPEP § 804.01 and § 822."

(2) Claims 16, 19 and 23-25 were rejected under the judicially created doctrine of obviousness-type

double patenting rejection over Gers-Barlag.et al. (U.S. Patent 6,592,883) in view of FSnger et ai.

(U.S. Patent 6,153,204).

A terminal disclaimer has been filed over U.S. Patent 6,592,883. However, in light of Festo, the

applicants state for the record that the above rejection is In error and the terminal disclaimer is

being filed for a obviousness-type double patenting rejection over U.S. Patent 6,5d2,d83 alone.^

35 U,S.C. 103(a) rejection

Claims 16-30 were rejected as being obvious over FSnger et al.,(U.S. Patent 6,153,204) in view of IVIslka

et al. (U.S. Patent 5,939.054)

Introduction

The applicants and the examiner have essentially maintained their positions during the last couple of

office actions. While the applicants maintain their previous positions, a different approach to the rejection

1 MPEP B04 states "Obviousness-type double psEenGng requires rejection of an application dalm when the claimed subject matter

is not pfltentably distinct from the claims subject matter claimed in a oommonly owned patent when the issuance of a second

patent wovid provide unjustiflod extension of the term of the rlght-to exclude the granted by a patent....When consfdering whether an

invention deHned in a claim of an applTcstiof^ is an obviovs variation of the tnventjon defined In the daim of a patent the disclosure of

the patent may not be used as prtor art

As Ihe use of the secondary reference does not appear to be for ^diclionar/ punx>$efi, tha combination of references is presumed to

constitute a ScftrteWer-type nonstatutory double patenting rejection. IVIPEP B04 in addressing these types of r^'ecfionfi etetes 'Noiv

statutory double patanung rejections based on Sc/ine//er will be rare. The Technology Center (TO) Director mu^t appn^ve any

nonstatutory double patenting rejections based on Schnal{er..JthB examiner should first consult wfth his or her supervisbr (SPE). If

the SPE agrees with the iexaminef then approval of the TC Director miisl be obtained,.,' There is no Indication from the Office Aciien

that these procedures were performed.
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is presented below in addition to a re-emphasis of a difference which is not addressed by the prior art

Was the Invention SuaQestea at the_Time the Aooihation Was Piled?

MPEP 2141 ,01 sect, lit discussed the need to determine the content of the prior art at the time the

invention was made to avoid hindsight. The courts have also supported this premise. In tb Fine, see In re

Fine, 5 USPQ2d 1 596 (Fed. Cir. 1 988) discusses in length about the standard with which prior art

references should be viewed;

Obviousness is tested by *what the combined teachingsiofthe references would have suggested to those of onfinary

skill in the art/ re Ke/ter. 642 F.2d 413, 425. 208 USPQ 871.881 (CCPA1981). But it 'cannot be established by

combining the teachings of the prior art to produoo the darned Invention, absent some teaching or suggestion

supporting ihe combinalion.' ACS Hosp, Sys,, 732 F.2d al 1577, 221 USPQ at 933, And 'teachings of references

can be combined only \f there Is some suggestion or Inconttve to do so.' Id. Here the prior art contains none.

Instead, the Examiner relies on hindsight in reaching his obviousness detemitnation.»

It is eesentidlthat 'the decistonmakdrforget what he or^e has been taught at trial atx)ut the cl^^

cast iho mfnd back to the tlmo the Invention was made^Xo occupy the mind of one skilled in the art who Is

pressntBd only with the re/gna/icss, and who Is nomtaDygutded by the then-acceptsd udsdom In tha art* Id, One
cannot u$e hindsight reconstruction to pick and choose among isolated disclosures in the prior art to deprecate the

cteimed invention.'' W. at 5 USPQ2d 1599. 1600. ,
.

jn Texas Instruments Inc. v. International Trade Commission, 26 USPQ2d 1018 <Fedi Cir. 1993) (relying

on Fine) it was further slated that "[a]bsent such suggestion to combine the references, respondents can .

do no more than piece the invention together using the patented invention as a template. Such hindsight ;

reasoning is impermissible." /d. at 1029.

As examiners often reflexively invoke fn re McLeughfin (see MPEP 2145, section X. A.) when confronted

with hindsight reconstruction arguments. It is important to point out that the njling in Fine, Texas
InsPvments and McLaughlin are not incompatible and are different ways of expressing the same concept, :^

i.e. applicants' specification and claims cannot be used as a template to determine whether (1 ) the .
'

primary reference could have been modified: and (2) if the primary reference could have been modified

that there was sufficient suggestion and motivation to do so.

Applying these standards to the facts at hand, the question becomes:

"As of 1 7 August 2000 (the filing date of this application), would one of ordinary skill in the art

have been directed or have had motivation to modify the teachings of FSnger et al. to am've

at the presently claimed invention when not having the luxury of the applicants claims tb

provide them with any guidance as to how to modify Fanger et al.'s teachings?"

The answer Is no.

At the most basic level, the cialms of FSnger et al. are directed toward a method of use v^erein the

composition/preparation used must contain a hydrophilic starch esterified with one or more n-

octenylsuccinate radicals. As such, the F3nger et al: reference ts inapplicable to the scope of the

applicants' claims where hydrophilic starch esterrfied with one or more n-octenylsuccinate radicals are not

present.

In addition, the hydrophilic starch esterified with one Or more rvoctenylsucdnate radlcal ls the only

required element of the Fanger et al. composition. All of the other ingredients of Finger et al.'s disclosure

:6
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may be part trf the preparation but there is no requirement.for them to be present. As such, when taking

each of the possible additional elements, the FSnger et at. reference teaches a virtual infinite number of

possible permutations of the composition/preparation.

In re Rice, 178 USPQ 478, 480 (CCPA 1973) also speaks 1o the issue of obviousness and hindsight

reconstruction and stated that, ''...the board said, referring to the appellant's ingredientsV'lt should be

noted that an infinite number of combinations is possible.' Accepting that as an approximation to the tmth,

we fail to see the obviousness in devising appellant's pnyention] as ctaimed." Id, at 480. Applying the

standard of Rice to the present applicationp cf the present cJaims were not before a skilled artisan, what is

the suggestion or motivation for one of ordinary skill in the art to look at the entirety of possible

permutations suggested by FSnger et al. and magically select a modified phyllosillcate particle with

amphiphtlic character, i.e. where is the factual support for the examiner's assertion that rt would have been
obvious to exemplify a particular embodiment of the invention when confronted with an infinite number of

choices?

There is none. -

Moreover, the applicants' claims irrclude the limitation that .there is at most 0.5% by weight of an emulsifier

based on the total weight of the preparation. Fanger et al.'recites a Markusivlike group of additional

ingredients which may be present in the preparation (see e.g. col. 6, lines 63 - col. 7, lines 6) which

Includes emulstfiers. However, Finger et al. is not only silent about the amount of emulsifier but aJso does
not specifically teach the concept of a specific range of emulsifier content (i.e. 0 - 0.5% by weight) in

combination with a modified phyllosilicate particle with amphiphilic character as in the applicants' dalmed .

invention.** Again, applying the standard of Rice to the present application, if the present claims were not

before a skilled artisan, what is the suggestion or motivation for one of ordinary skill in the art to look at the

entirety of possible permutations suggested by Fanger et al. and magically select a modified phyllosillcate

particle vwtfi amphiphilic character and the specific range of emulsrfiers? There is none.

The'Mslka et al. reference does not remedy the differences of the Fanger et al. reference stated above }
and moreover is incompatible with the applicants' daimed invention, i.e. when speaking to the Issue of

water-in-oil emulsions, Msika et al. discloses that the emulsifying system is between 4 and 35% by weight:

which is well in excess of the applicants' daimed range (see col. 4, lines 32-37).

!

Msika et al. has its own "infinite number^ of permutations for their invention and as such it is unclear how
one of ordinary skill in the art would be able to pick and choose teachings for combination with Fanger et

al. especially in light of the fact that the emulsion ranges are different between the two types of water-in-oil

emulsions represented by Fdnger et al. and Msika et al.
|

Conclusion i

The applicants' claims are unobvious in light of Finger et al. and Msika et al^ as at best Fanger et ak could

only cover a portion of the applicants' invention (i.e. the preparations of the applicants' invention which

contain hydrophilic starch estenfied with one or more n-octenylsuccinate radicals). Even under an
interpretation of F3nger et al. most favorable to the examiner's position, there is still no teaching or

suggestion to select a modified phyllosilicate partideiwith amphiphilic character with the emulsifier weight

ranges daimed by the applicants. Moreover, even Wit coiild be shown tiiat Msika et al. adequately speaks
to the mcKjified phyllosilicate partide with amphiphilid character, this would only be within the context of a
water-in^oil emulsion with 4-35% by weight emulsifier and as such the teachings are incompatible with the

emulsifier ranges which must be assumed for Fanger et al. in order to meet the limitations of the

7'
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applicants' daims.

For these reasons, it is presented that Finger et at. In view of IVIsika et al. does not render the applicants'

claimed Invention to be obvious.

Closing

Applicants also believe that this application is in condition for allowance. However, should any issue(s) of

a minor nature remain, the Examiner is respectfully requested to telephone the undersigned at telephone

number (21 2) 808-0700 so that the issue{s) might be promptly resolved.

Respectfully submitted/

•Norris, McLaughlin & Marcus, P.A.

Bv: /U%J^L^ AfiJL^
Howard C. Lee
Reg. No. 48,104

220 East 42^ Street , .

30- Floor

New York, New York 1001
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(212)808-0700

CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

Iherebycertity that the foregoing Amendment under 37 CFR§ 1.111 is being facsimile transmrtted to the

United States Patent and Trademark Office on the date indicated below:

Date: 7 November 2003 Bv: '4^nQf^Sr^ CtlTuSr^o^
* 71 Agat^Glinska
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